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Sir:

Prior to examination, please amend the above-identified application as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS :

Please enter the following amended claims:

1. A programming device comprising: a group ofprogram generation tools to

generate programs for each of devices forming of a control system; and a data sharing unit

adapted to share a variable name and attribute data definitions corresponding to an object of each

of devices for a program generation, wherein the objects are shared by said program generation

tools.

2. The programming device according to claim 1, wherein programming in one of

the program generation tools is as a trigger to store a setting of the object to the data sharing unit

together with an indication of the program generation tools which is a reference object, and the

sharing of said object with other program generation tools notifies said object to the program

generation tools which is the reference object.

3. The programming device according to claim 1, further comprising an object data

definition unit adapted to perform data definition and data changing of the object sharing in the

data sharing unit, wherein said object management is totally managed.
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7. The programming device according to claim 6, further comprising a detection unit

adapted to detect any overlap with objects at a referenced part when a program is generated by

other program generation tools.

10. A programming method for generating programs for devices constructing a

control system, the method comprising the steps of: according to a pre-designed virtual object,

defining an object name and attribute data corresponding to an object of each of devices,

specifying a device using the object, and registering in a data sharing unit; notifying the object to

a program generation tool for the specified devices using the object; and according to the objects

registered in the data sharing unit, performing programming of the device by the notified

program generation tools.

Entry and consideration of this Amendment is respectfully requested.
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APPENDIX

VERSION WITH MARKINGS TO SHOW CHANGES MADE

IN THE CLAIMS :

The claims are amended as follows:

1 . A programming device comprising: a group ofprogram generation tools to

generate programs for each of devices forming of a control system; and a data sharing moansunit

for aharingadapted to share a variable name and attribute data definitions corresponding to an

object of each of devices for a program generation, wherein the data sharing means boingthe

objects are shared by said program generation tools.

2. The programming device according to claim 1, wherein programming in one of

the program generation tools is as a trigger to store a setting of the object to the data sharing

meansunit together with an indication of the program generation tools which is a reference

object, and the sharing of said object with other program generation tools notifies said object to

the program generation tools which is the reference object.

3. The programming device according to claim 1, further comprising an object data

definition moansunit for perfonningadapted to perform data definition and data changing of the

object sharing in the data sharing meansunit , wherein said object management is totally

managed.

7. The programming device according to claim 6, further comprising a detection

moanGunit for dotcctingadapted to detect any overlap with objects at a referenced part when a

program is generated by other program generation tools.

10. A programming method for generating programs for devices constructing a

control system, the method comprising the steps of: according to a pre-designed virtual object,

defining an object name and attribute data corresponding to an object of each of devices,

specifying a device using the object, and registering in a data sharing moansunit ; notifying the

object to a program generation tool for the specified devices using the object; and according to

the objects registered in the data sharing moansunit , performing programming of the device by

the notified program generation tools.
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DESCRIPTION

PROGRAMMING DEVICE AND PROGRAMMING METHOD

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a programming device

for an entire control system including a programmable

controller and more particularly to data definitions

corresponding to objects, a method of sharing the data, a

substantial reduction in a system building time realized by

the data sharing, and a coordination between programs during

system operating utilizing the shared objects,

BACKGROUND ART

In a control system constructed of a variety of devices,

such as programmable controllers, a display device as a display

means and a system supervision device as a supervisory computer,

program units necessary for operating the devices in the

control system have conventionally been programmed by using

separate dedicated tools, respectively and written into the

associated devices, such as programmable controllers, a

display device, communication units and a system supervision

device, respectively.

Examples of these program units include control programs

for the programmable controllers that perform controls on

machines at intervals of about 10 msec; a display/ input program

1
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for the display device that displays statuses of the machines

and handles parameters for setting machine conditions;

communication programs for the communication units that set

communication parameters of the communication units in

Ethernet, field networks, and the like, and a communication

destination station to communicate with the destination

station; and a system supervision application that monitors

variables representing the statuses of the machines of the

programmable controllers in relation to the system supervision

device and, according to values of the variables, detects an

anomaly of a production line to inform a worker at the

production line. Each of program units is generated by the

separate dedicated tool, from which they are downloaded into

each of devices.

Fig. 8 is a status diagram showing an outline of operation

when generating and writing program units in a control system

including programmable controllers, a display device and a

system supervision device.

In the figure, reference numeral 1 represents

programmable controllers for controlling a group of machines

5; 2 a display device for displaying the statuses of the

machines 5; 3 a system supervision device that detects an

abnormal condition of a production line and informs the

abnormal condition to a worker at the production line; 4 a

network for connecting the programmable controllers 1 and the

2
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system supervision device 3; 5 the group of machines controlled

by the programmable controllers 1; 6 a system design CAD for

performing a system design of the entire production line; and

17 a peripheral device as a programming means which references

system design data generated by the system design CAD 6 to

generate individual program units for the programmable

controllers 1, the display device 2 and the system supervision

device 3.

Here, the programmable controller 1 has a control unit

11 that operates based on predetermined control program unit,

an I/O unit 12 that interfaces with the machines 5, and a

communication unit 13 that performs communication through the

network 4 based on the predetermined communication program

unit

.

The system design CAD 6 generates a virtual object 61

which are defined generally on status information variables,

condition setting variables and error information variables

for the machines 5.

In building the system, the system design CAD 6 first

designs system functions/processing and defines, by

attributes such as variable names and data types that are common

throughout the entire system, the virtual object 61 used in

the system for controlling the machines which include, for

example, input/output variable such as a control output and

a status input, a data variable for setting condition for a

3
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machine operation, and an alarm object that describe an

operation of searching for an associated program portion in

the event of a system error to display the system error to the

user

.

Further, the peripheral device 17 has a display program

generation tool 171 to generate a display program unit 171a

for displaying status information on the machines 5 on the

display device 2, a control program generation tool 172 to

generate a control program unit 172a used in the control unit

11 of the programmable controller 1 for controlling the

machines 5, a communication program generation tool 173 to

generate a communication program unit 173a used in the

communication unit 12 of the programmable controller 1 for

establishing communication between the programmable

controllers and the system supervision device 3 through the

network 4, and a system supervision program generation tool

174 to generate a system supervision program unit 174a used

in the system supervision device 3 for monitoring the state

of the production line, detecting the abnormal condition of

the line and informing the abnormal condition to the operator.

The peripheral device 17 generates these program units

separately

.

Next, It will be described that an operation performed

in generating the program units by the peripheral device 17

according to the virtual objects 61 to be controlled that is

4
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generated by the system design CAD 6, and downloading the

generated programs to the programmable controllers 1, the

display device 2 and the system supervision device 3.

The virtual objects 61 to be controlled are printed in

a form of a table having the input/output variable, the data

variable and the alarm object, and while referring to the

printed table, the operator checks connections with the actual

machines 5 and manually allocates physical addresses such as

*X10", *Y20", ^DIOO" and ^M50" corresponding to the variables

by using the display program generation tool 171, the control

program generation tool 172 and the like, thereby generating

program units such as control programs individually.

For example, the display program unit 171a that operates

in the display device 2 connected to the control unit 11 is

generated by the display program generation tool 171 which is

prepared to correspond to the display device 2 and then written

into the display device 2.

By the displaying program unit 171a being executed in

the display device 2, the display program unit 171a uses the

physical addresses such as "D100" and *M50" , and retrieves data

at specified addresses through communication ports of the

programmable controllers 1, and replaces the retrieved data

with a corresponding data variable, and finally displays on

the display device 2 an operation status of the machines, a

system operation situation and a diagnostic information

5



retrieved from the machines by also using diagrams and tables.

Incidentally, in order to retrieve the specified data

via the communication port of the programmable controller 1,

it is necessary for retrieving an address variable assigned

with an address *D100" in advance by the control program unit

172a to set the address information again so as to read the

address *D100" by the display program unit 171a.

The control program unit 172a that controls the machines

5 is generated by the control program generation tool 172

prepared according to the kind of the control unit 11 and is

written into the control unit 11 according to the input/output

variable and the data variable, i.e., in reality by using the

I/O and physical addresses of data such as *X10", *Y20", *D100",

and "M50"

.

The communication program unit 173a used to access the

communication unit 13 connected to the control unit 11 is

generated by the communication program generation tool 173

prepared according to the kind of the communication unit 13,

and the communication program generation tool 173 sets

parameters, such as registration information on a

communication destination and selection of communication

means, and writes them into a nonvolatile memory of the

communication unit 13, and the communication program unit 173a

is written together with the control program unit 172a into

the control unit 11.
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For the programmable controller 1 (station number 01)

playing a supervisory role to collect data on controlled

objects, such as status variables and detailed error

information, the communication program unit 173a running on

the control unit 11 combines a read destination station number

(such as *02" and *03"), a read data start address (such as

TS D200 // and ^0300") and a read data length, thereby converting

them into a format, such as a communication packet used for

communication to transfers it to the communication unit 13,

and therefore the communication unit 13 can communicate with

other applications on external computers and with other

programmable controllers 1.

When the data variable that stores a state of the machine

connected to the programmable controller 1 (station number 02)

is assigned with an address *D200" by the control program unit

172a corresponding to this station, the address for the display

program unit 171a needs to be assigned with *D200 of station

number 02" so that the display program unit 171a can display

the status of the machine connected to the programmable

controller 1 of station number 02. Hence, the communication

program unit 173a in the station number 01 must be programmed

to read a read destination station number (such as ^02" and

*03"), a read data start address (such as *D200" and *D300")

and a read data length according to the assigned address.

The system supervision program unit 174a running on the

7



system supervision device 3 to retrieve values of the

input/output variable and data variable, which are controlled

objects, through the communication unit 13, is generated by

the system supervision program generation tool 174 prepared

according to the kind of the communication unit 13 and is

written into the system supervision device 3.

Running on the system supervision device 3, the system

supervision program unit 174a uses the data variable

corresponding to the object to display the operation state of

the system and to identify the location of an abnormal condition

by using diagrams and tables.

For this purpose, the system supervision device 3 needs

to use the data variable addresses PD100", *D200", ^D300",

^DSOO" , etc.) of objects defined previously by the control

program unit 172a, display program unit 171a and communication

program unit 173a and to program the data variable addresses

through the communication units 13 of the programmable

controller 1 of such as destination number *01", destination

number ^02", and destination number *03", for example, a read

destination station number *01" /read data start address

*D100"/read data length of 300, a read destination station

number TV 02 ,/ /read data start address 1(1 D500" /read data length

of 100, and a read destination station number ^03" /read data

start address ^D500" /read data length of 100.

It is necessary for generating the program units such

8
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as the programmable controllers according to the system design

to refer the input/output variables, data variables and other

objects for controlling the machines, individually to program

the definition of names in the system, and to allocate the

address in each of the program units.

Hence, although the "variables representing the

statuses of the machines", "variables for setting the

conditions of the machines", "objects describing the

operations performed in the event of a system error" and the

like together form a single object in the actual production

line, it has to be defined repetitively by using separate tools

dedicated to individual devices that from which address in each

program, such as "D100" and ^M50" , the variable data should

be read. The programming efficiency therefore is low.

It is of course possible to individually generate program

units for the programmable controllers and run them as a system,

however, consider a case for example in which a simple system

change is made, such as adding a status variable in the middle

of the program, when the address allocation for the data

variable in each program unit is changed from 50 elements

beginning with "D100" to 50 elements beginning with *D101" in

an array format for example, the programming tools for the

display program unit 171a, the control program unit 172a and

the communication program unit 173a need to boot the associated

program units, to change the address allocation to 50 elements

9
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beginning with *D101" in the array format, and to write the

modified content into the programs, requiring too much time

and cost.

While many objects can be shared between the

display/supervision applications of the display program unit

171a and system supervision program unit 174a and the control

system application of the control program unit 172a, there is

no mechanism available that permits an interchange of common

objects between different types of machines of the same

manufacturer or between programming tools of devices of a

plurality of manufacturers, and as the system scale increases,

the cost of managing the shared objects and reflecting changes

on the system by man power becomes large.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been accomplished to overcome

the problems described above. A first object of the invention

is to provide a programming device which allows objects defined

in the system to be shared among program generation tools

thereby facilitating building of the system.

A second object is to provide a programming device which,

when sharing an object, selects devices that share the object

to enable automatic notification to these devices, thereby

reducing the work load of the program generation tools in the

devices

.

10
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Further, a third object is to provide a programming

device which reduces the load of defining the objects to be

shared and of changing the definitions.

Further, a fourth object is to provide a programming

device which makes effective use of existing objects to reduce

the object registration process and facilitate the building

of the system.

Further, a fifth object is to provide a programming

device which improves reliability of the object registration

process

.

Further, a sixth object is to provide a programming

device which can modify programs easily according to object

changes

.

Further, a seventh object is to provide a programming

device which facilitates coordinated actions of various

programs during system operation.

To achieve the objectives, according to a first aspect,

a programming device comprises: a group of program generation

tools to generate programs for each of devices constructing

a control system; and a data sharing means for sharing a

variable name and attribute data definitions corresponding to

an object of each of devices for program generation, wherein

the data sharing means being shared by the program generation

tools when building or operating the system.

Particularly, programming in anyone of the program

11
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generation tools is as a trigger to store a setting of the object

to the data sharing means together with an indication of the

program generation tools which is a reference object, and the

sharing of said object with other program generation tools

notifies said object to the program generation tools which is

the reference object.

Further, an object data definition means is provided for

performing data definition and data changing of the object

sharing in the data sharing means, wherein said object

management is totally managed.

Further, a system configuration tool is provided, which

is already registered with some objects, as basic types, having

high frequencies of use in the devices in the control system,

the system configuration tool for selecting from the registered

basic types an object to be actually used in the control system.

Further, a programming device comprises a group of

program generation tools for generating programs for each of

devices constructing a control system, wherein anyone of the

program generation tools performs data definition of a variable

name and attribute data corresponding to an object in each of

devices, and whereby the variable name and attribute data

corresponding to said object are stored to enable to be used

by other program generation tools.

Further, in case of storing the variable name and

attribute data corresponding to the object, whether or not the

12



object is referenced by other program generation tools is

registered and the object is notified to the program generation

tools which is the reference object.

Further, when event relating to the object such as system

error occurs as coordinated actions of various programs during

system operation, the program generation tools referencing the

object is notified and displays the affected program.

Further, a detection means is provided for detecting any

overlap with objects at a referenced part when a program is

generated by other program generation tools.

Further, when an object is changed in a basis of a

particular program generation tool, the changed object is

notified to the program generation tools which is the reference

obj ect

.

Further, the object is notified to a storage area which

is confirmed by the program generation tools when they are

started

.

Further, a programming method according to the invention

for generating programs for devices constructing a control

system, the method comprises the steps of: according to a

pre-designed virtual object, defining an object name and

attribute data corresponding to an object of each of devices,

specifying a device using the object, and registering in a data

sharing means; notifying the object to a program generation

tool for the specified devices using the object; and according

13
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to the objects registered in the data sharing means, performing

programming of the device by the notified program generation

tools

.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a status diagram showing an outline operation

of a control system according to a first embodiment of the

invention

.

Fig. 2 is an object management table of a data sharing

programming device and an related system configuration

management tree.

Fig. 3 is a flow chart showing an operation of the

programming device in the first embodiment.

Fig. 4 is a status diagram showing an outline operation

of the control system according to a second embodiment of the

invention

.

Fig. 5 is a flow chart showing an operation of the

programming device in the second embodiment.

Fig. 6 is a status diagram showing an outline operation

of the control system according to a third embodiment of the

invention

.

Fig. 7 is a flow chart showing an operation of the

programming device in the third embodiment.

Fig. 8 is a status diagram showing an outline operation

of a conventional control system.

14
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BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Next, embodiments of the present invention will be

described in the following.

Embodiment 1

.

Fig. 1 is a status diagram showing an outline operation

performed when generating and writing program units in a

control system constructed of a programmable controller, a

display device and a system supervision device, and represents

a basic configuration of a data sharing programming device.

In the figure, reference numeral 1 represents a

programmable controller which controls a group of machines 5

and performs communication via network by running a control

program unit and a communication program unit; 2 a display

device which downloads and runs a display program unit to

display, for example, a state of the machines 5; 3 a system

supervision device which runs a system supervision program unit

to detect, for example, an abnormal condition in a production

line and inform it to a worker at the production line; 4 a

network for connecting the programmable controllers 1 and the

system supervision device 3; 5 a group of machines controlled

by the programmable controllers 1; 6 a system design CAD which

performs a system design on the entire production line and

defines virtual objects to be controlled; and 7 a peripheral

15
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device as a data sharing programming means which refers to the

system design data generated by the system design CAD 6 and

generates program units individually for the programmable

controllers 1, the display device 2 and the system supervision

device 3.

Here, the programmable controller 1 has a control unit

11 operating according to the predetermined control program

unit, an I/O unit 12 interfacing with the machines 5, and a

communication unit 13 for performing communication via the

network 4 according to the predetermined communication program

unit

.

Also, the system design CAD 6 generates the virtual

objects 61 defined generally on a status information variable/

a condition setting variable/an error information variable for

the machines 5.

In case of building the system, the system design CAD

6 first designs system functions and processing, and defines,

for example, an input/output variable such as a control output

and a status input, a data variable for setting a machine

operation condition, and an object that describes an operation

to be carried out in the event of a system error by attributes

such as variable names and data types that are common throughout

the entire system, as the virtual objects 61 used in the system

for controlling the machines.

Further, the peripheral device 7 has a display program

16
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generation tool 71 to generate a display program unit 71a for

displaying a status information on the machines 5 on the display

device 2, a control program generation tool 72 to generate a

control program unit 72a used in the control unit 11 of the

programmable controller 1 for controlling the machines 5, a

communication program generation tool 73 to generate a

communication program unit 73a used in the communication unit

12 of the programmable controller 1 for establishing

communication between the programmable controllers and with

the system supervision device 3 through the network 4, and a

system supervision program generation tool 74 to generate a

system supervision program unit 74a used in the system

supervision device 3 for monitoring the state of the production

line, detecting an abnormal condition of the line and informing

it to the operator, and the peripheral device 7 generates each

of these program units separately.

The peripheral device 7 has an object definition data

sharing server 75 as a data sharing means to share object data

referenced by a plurality of program generation tools, and each

of the program generation tools has an interface unit to update

the data sharing server 75.

While in this embodiment the data sharing server 75 is

installed inside the peripheral device 7, the peripheral device

7 may be built as a separate entity connected by the network

and, for example, it may be realized as one function of the

17
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system design CAD 6.

Fig. 2 shows, in the data sharing server 7 5 for sharing

the object data, an object management table defining which

program unit in each device refers to an obj ect and also a system

configuration management tree of a related object.

In the figure, reference numeral 81 represents an object

name used in each program unit, 82 a data type, a physical

address of a variable used and an attribute showing the number

of data, and 83 an object link table showing that which program

unit of each device refers to each object. The table sets * 1"

when this object is referenced by the device and * 0" when not

referenced

.

Reference numeral 84 denotes an update status indicating

whether the attribute 82 of the object or the object link table

83 has been updated or not. When it is updated, * 1" is set;

and when the reflecting of update is completed or when they

are not updated, * 0" is set.

Reference numeral 85 denotes the system configuration

management tree making a situation of each object in the system

clear for management. Reference numeral 86 denotes project

identifiers ID at a first level class of the tree, such as a

PC (control/communication) project, a SCADA (system

supervision) project and an HMI (display) project; and

re ference number 87 denotes node identifiers ID at a second

level class of the tree, such as a station number, a network

18
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type and a communication type.

Reference numeral 88 denotes objects at a third level

class of the tree, such as a ^control program", a 'slave

parameter" read into a PC network master unit in a form of a

parameter file to enable communication with a slave device via

the network, an 'I/O and data variable" used in the PC project,

'I/O and data variable" used in the SCADA project, and 'I/O

and data variable" used in the HMI project.

An example of Fig. 2 shows that 100 variables are

allocated as attributes of an address 'D100" in an array type

defined by an object 'Number Of Parts" and are referenced by

the display program unit 71a, control program unit 72a and

communication program unit 73a of the programmable controller

station number 01 (hereinafter referred to as a PC station

number) , by the control program unit 72a of the PC station

number 02, by the control program unit 72a of the PC station

number 03 and by the system supervision program unit 74a.

Other objects 'Process Parameter", ' Processed Accuracy"

and ' Acceptance" shows similarly to be defined, to be allocated

addresses and to be set whether or not to refer to these objects .

Initial settings for all objects have the update status 84 of

0.

Further, to check where the objects of the object

management table are situated in the system configuration, the

objects are managed in a form of the system configuration

19
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management tree 85. The tree is used to search for an object

as viewed in terms of the system configuration according to

a combination of the project ID and the node ID and, when an

object is changed, to perform backward search to determine

which control program is related.

Next, by referring to Fig. 1 the operation will be

explained that is performed when the peripheral device 7

generates the program units according to the virtual objects

61 to be controlled that are defined by the system design CAD

6 to download the generated program units to the programmable

controller 1, the display device 2 and the system supervision

device 3

.

During an initial setting of the control system, the

contents of the virtual objects 61 to be controlled are printed

in a form of a table of obj ects such as the input/output variable,

the data variable and an alarm. While an operator refers to

the printed table, the operator manually allocates physical

addresses such as *X10" , *Y20" , *D100" , and "MSO" corresponding

to the variables by using the display program generation tool

71 and the control program generation tool 72 while checking

the actual connection with the machines 5, thereby generating

the control program.

At this time, for a purpose of using in shared parts of

the system, the program generation tool adds an attribute data

setting column to a normal variable setting screen thereof to
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generate objects and their attribute data in the form of

variable name and allocated address . When the obj ect is stored,

connecting a circuit to the data sharing server 75,

addition/modification/deletion of the objects, processing of

the modified statuses and disconnecting the circuit from the

server through the interface unit built into the program

generation tool to transfer and resister the generated objects

and the attribute data thereof to the object management table

in the data sharing server 75. ^Database access commands" that

the interface unit can use for the data sharing server are

"Open" for connection of an access circuit, * Add/Mod/Del" for

addition, modification and deletion of objects, "Run: Script"

for booting a script which is the information to be executed

when the objects are modified during the modified status

processing, and "Close" for disconnecting the access circuit.

In this case, the script executed by the "Run: Script" is

"display a screen for setting an address conversion, an object

link and a system configuration management tree according to

the attribute data."

Then, according to the script, the data sharing server

75 displays the screen for setting whether or not the object

is referenced by other program units and for setting the system

configuration tree. The operator selects whether or not the

object is referenced by other program units. When the object

is to be referenced, the operator sets the project IDs and node
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IDs to be used and stores them as the system configuration

management tree. When the operator completes and stores the

setting of the object management table and the system

configuration management tree, the server issues a 'Post

Modify" command to notify the modification of the obj ect . This

command performs a backward search through project IDs and node

IDs to find the projects that use the modified object to boot

the program generation tools for the projects. In this way,

the data sharing server transfers the content of the object

to be referenced to the program generation tools referring to

that object.

In this case, when the program generation tools that

reference the object are connected to the data sharing server

75 through the interface units built into the tools, the

contents of addition, modification and deletion of the

referenced obj ect are transferred at this time . I f the program

generation tools are not connected, a message queue in a storage

area causes the tools, when they are booted or when the programs

are stored, to connect to the data sharing server 75 to retrieve

the latest content to check if the object to be used has been

modified

.

For example, the control program unit 72a for controlling

the machines 5 is generated by the control program generation

tool 72 prepared according to the kind of the control unit 11,

and is then written into the control unit 11 according to the
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input/output variable and data variables which are defined by

the names used in the tool

.

At this time, in addition to generating the control

program unit 72a, the control program generation tool 72

generates the object and its attribute data to be used for the

control in the form of the variable name and allocated address

for use in the entire system by using the setting screen of

the control program generation tool 72

.

Next, the variable name and the attribute data thus

generated are transferred through the interface unit to the

object management table in the data sharing server 75 by the

database access command of * Open/Add/Close" for circuit

connection, object addition and circuit disconnection. The

update status 84 is newly registered as ON (1). The data

sharing server 75 displays the screen for setting whether the

program is referenced by other program units and for setting

the system configuration management tree. The operator sets

whether or not the object is referenced by other programs and,

when the object is to be referenced, sets related project IDs.

When this setting is complete, the server issues a "Post Add"

command for notifying the addition of the object to transfer

the content of the object to the program generation tools

referencing that object.

Similarly, the display program generation tool 71, the

communication program generation tool 73 and the system
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supervision program generation tool 7 4 also generate an object

and its attribute data in the form of the variable name and

the allocated address for use in the entire system.

When the variable name of the generated contents and the

allocated address of the attribute data are already registered

and their reference flag is 1 so as to overlap those of another

object transferred, the associated program generation tool

displays an alarm message and modifies the generated content

so as not to overlap the previous content, and the modified

content is transferred to the data sharing server 75 to register

the update status 84 as ON.

When finally all program units are generated, the program

generation tool executes an object matching check script of

the data sharing server 7 5 by the *Run: Script" command through

the interface unit to check if there is any overlap in the object

name and attribute allocation address. When an overlap is

found, the content of the object management table is corrected

by the data sharing server setting screen, and after

eliminating the overlap, the update statuses 84 of all objects

is changed to OFF (0) . (See Fig. 2A) .

As described above, in generating the first program units

during the initial setting of the control system,, the operator

refers to the virtual objects, which are printed as a table

of their input/output variables and data variables, and

manually allocates physical addresses such as *X10", *Y20",
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*D100" and *M50" corresponding to the variables by checking

the actual connection with the machines.

However, for the object and its attribute data whose

address allocation is completed, since the program unit

referencing the object and its attribute data is set in the

data sharing server 75 and, during the generation of next

program unit, the object and its attribute data to be referenced

are transferred from the data sharing server 75, it does not

need to define the names in the system and to allocate the

address in each program unit, thus "improving the programming

efficiency

.

Further, in an example of system operation, an input

variable such as a sensor monitoring the system status, a

condition for determining a system error when the variable is

a particular value, and an associated program unit referencing

the input variable are associated with each other to be defined

as an alarm object. In the event of a system error, the ^Run:

Script" is executed to perform a backward search through the

project IDs to find and boot the program generation tool for

the program unit that references the alarm object, thereby

displaying a part of the program unit associated with the system

error to supply the operator with an information for

identifying the system error cause.

Next, a case where the number of array elements in the

object is changed for some reason during the system adjustment
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will be explained by referring to the flow chart of Fig. 3.

When, during the generation of the control program unit

72a by the control program generation tool 72, the number of

array elements for the object name "Number Of Parts" is changed,

due to the system adjustment, from 100 to 101, the number of

attributes for the object "Number Of Parts" is changed from

"100" to "101" and the allocated address for the "Number Of

Parts" takes up as far as "D200". It is therefore necessary

to change the attribute allocation address for the object

"Process Parameter" from "D200" to~"D201".

In case of changing the attribute allocation address for

the object "Process Parameter", for example, from "D200" to

"D201", in step SI, the control program generation tool 72

changes the allocated address corresponding to the variable

name of the object to "D201" in the address setting column on

the variable setting screen, and when "data transfer to server"

function of the control program generation tool 72 is selected

on the screen or when the program unit including the variable,

for which the value and the like in the address setting column

is changed, is saved, connecting the circuit to the data sharing

server (database access Open command) , searching the

corresponding object (Find command) , writing new data into the

corresponding object (Modify command) and disconnecting the

circuit (Close command) are performed through the interface

unit built into the control program generation tool 72, and
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then the modified contents are transferred to the object

management table in the data sharing server 75 and 'Run: Script"

is executed. (See Fig, 2B.)

Consecutively, in step S2, the data sharing server 75

compares the corresponding object with registration history

according to the script and, if the corresponding object is

new, updates with the new content and changes the update status

84 for the object to ON, and then moving to step S3.

In step S3, with the update status set to ON, the data

sharing server 75 searches for the reference flag of the object

link table 83 (1: referenced, 0: not referenced) to see if the

object is referenced by other devices, and if the object is

being referenced (1: when referenced), the server issues the

^Post Modify" command through the interface units that perform

programming for the referencing devices to notify the updated

object name 81 by program-to-program message communication

means, a network, or the like.

It may be configured so that the notification of the

updated object name 81 is received in the message queue as the

storage area in the program generation tools. If the

associated program generation tools itself are not booted, the

notification may be read from the message queue by the tools,

when are booted next time, to recognize the notification.

Then, in step S4, the notified program generation tools

request the latest attribute data 82 concerning the object
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referenced by the programs to the data sharing server 75 by

using a *Read command" . The data sharing server 75 in response

to the request returns the modified allocation start address

of *D201" as the latest attribute data 82 and the number of

data of 30, and changes the update status to OFF, and then moving

to step S5.

In step S5, the program generation tools that have

received the modified allocation start address of n D201" and

the number of data of 30 search the corresponding variable

through a variable table inside the" program source according

to the modified allocation address of the object, and change

the content in the address column of the corresponding variable

to *30 (words) beginning with D201" to generate the programs

again so that they can be executed.

Then, in step S6, the program generation tools write each

of program units that were generated by sharing the object

reflecting the allocated address as the latest attribute data

into each of H/Ws, and thereby the correction process is

complete

.

As described in the above operation, when the attribute

of the object is changed, the data sharing server 75 changes

the modification status of the modified object from *OFF: 0"

to *ON: 1" and then notifies the content of modification to

the program units that reference the object whose modification

status was changed to *ON: 1", thereby modifying the address
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of each program unit . Thus, simply changing the attribute data

of the object in one program unit by using only one of the

program generation tools can make a system change at one time

without having to repetitively use associated program

generation tools and change other program units referencing

the object. This can achieve a substantial reduction in time

required to build the system.

If the data sharing server 75 and the program generation

tools are built as applications running on the peripheral

device 7, the programs having these" functions are distributed

on electronic data recording medium such as an optical

recording medium or magnetic medium. The functions are

realized by running the programs on the peripheral device 7.

Embodiment 2

.

Fig. 4 shows a basic configuration of a data sharing

programming device in which an object data definition tool 76

to define and change object data for the data sharing server

75 is added to the peripheral device 7 explained in the

embodiment 1

.

The content of the object management table according to

the first embodiment is generated by the setting screen of the

program generation tool and transferred through the interface

unit built thereinto by performing connection of the circuit

(Open command) , addition, modification and deletion of an
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object (Add, Mod, Del), and disconnection of the circuit

(Close) . In the object management table according to this

embodiment, the definition and modification of the object can

be done directly based on the object data definition tool and

the defined or modified contents can also be reflected in the

entire system through the server.

Next, the operation when the dedicated object data

definition tool 76 is used will be explained by referring to

Fig. 4.

According to the virtual objects 61 to be controlled

which are defined by the system design CAD 6, the object data

definition tool 76 sets the object name 81, its attribute data

82 to be used by display, control, communication and system

supervision, and which program in each of devices refers to

the object in the object link table 83, and changes the update

status 84 to ON and writes them into the object management

table

.

The data sharing server 75 notifies the object whose

update status 84 is ON to the program generation tools

referencing that object by the message communication, the

network, or the like through the interface unit.

The informed program generation tools request the

retrieval of the variable name and attribute data of the newly

registered object to the data sharing server 75 when they

generate program units. After transmitting the information
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on the object, the data sharing server 75 changes the update

status of the object to OFF. Then, each of program generation

tools generate each of program units by using the variable name

and the attribute data such as allocated address, transmitted

from the data sharing server 75 in response to the request.

Next, the operation performed when the system

specification is changed after the program units have been

generated will be explained by referring to a flow chart of

Fig. 5.

When the allocated address o'f the object * Process

Parameter" is to be changed from ^D200" to *D201" , the object

data definition tool 76 changes the allocated address of the

attribute data of the corresponding object to *D201" in step

Sll

.

Then, in step S12, the data sharing server 75 changes

the update status 55 of the object, whose attribute was changed,

to ON, and then moving to step S13.

In step S13, with the update status changed to ON, the

data sharing server 75 searches the reference flag of the object

link table 83 (1: referenced, 0: not referenced) for whether

the object is referenced by other devices. When the object

is being referenced (1 when referenced), the data sharing

server 75 notifies the updated object name to the program

generation tools by an inter-program message communication

means or network through the interface units that perform
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prograirnning for the associated devices.

The notification of the updated object name 81 may be

constructed to be received in the message queue in the program

generation tools. If the program generation tools are not

running, the notification is read from the message queue when

they are booted next time to recognize being notified.

Then, in step S14, each of the notified program

generation tools requests the latest attribute data 82

concerning the object referenced by the programs for the data

sharing server 75. The data sharing server 75 responds the

modified allocation address of *D201" as the latest attribute

data 82, and changes the update status to OFF, and then moving

to step S15.

In step S15, each of the program generation tools that

has received the modified allocation address of ^0201" changes

the addresses of the program units according to the modified

allocation address of the object and generates the programs

again to be in a executable state.

Then, in step S16, the program generation tools write

into each H/W, each program unit that was generated by sharing

the object reflecting the allocation address as the latest

attribute data. Now, the correction process is complete.

According to the operation, in addition to the above

described advantage of the embodiment 1, the object management

table can easily be defined and changed by the object data
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definition tool, and a management cost of the object shared

by the system can be reduced.

Further, there are provided a object data definition

tools to define the attribute corresponding to the object of

the programmable controller and the data sharing server for

managing the data. The data sharing server has a function for

automatically notifying the data to and reflecting the data

on the program generation tools as an application for

referencing the data from the server to centralize a data

management/definition in the system" constructed of each of the

applications, and whereby the attribute definition and

modification is completed at one time without having to repeat

the same process using different tools and the time taken to

build and change the system applications can be reduced

substantially by automatically notifying the data to and

reflecting the data on the applications of the program

generation tools referencing the data.

Further, in an example of system operation when dealing

with an alarm object, information instrumental in identifying

a possible cause of system error is provided as in the

embodiment 1

.

Embodiment 3

.

Fig. 6 shows a basic configuration of a data sharing

programming device in which a system configuration tool 77 of
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the same configuration as the system design CAD 6 is added to

the peripheral device 7 explained in the embodiment 2. The

system configuration tool 77 selects an object to be actually

used from among registered, highly useful controlled objects

and change the definition according to the data of the selected

object, the registered objects having been used in building

previous systems and, after the completion of the systems,

registered for future use in the building of other systems.

This embodiment concerns the operation when a part of

an existing fundamental system is changed to construct an

intended system. The operation using the system configuration

tool 77 based on the system design CAD 6 will be described by

referring to a flow chart of Fig. 7.

First, in step S21, in the system configuration tool 77

the user selects an object to be actually used from the

registered, controlled virtual objects and indicates on the

setting screen of the object data definition tool 76 to change

the object temporarily defined in the object management table

(for example, with an attribute of address W D200" ) to an object

of the same name with a different attribute which will actually

be used (for example, *D201") . Then the process moves to step

S22 .

In step 22, the new object is overwritten into the object

of the same name temporarily defined to be written into the

object management table of the data sharing server 75.'
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Then, in the data sharing server 75 the user may, if

necessary, modify the object link table 83 on the setting screen,

which indicates whether the object is referenced by each of

programs of devices, and then change the update status to ON.

Then, in step S23, with the update status changed to ON,

the data sharing server 75 searches the reference flag in the

object link table 83 (1: referenced, 0: not referenced) to

determine whether the object is referenced by other devices.

When the object is being referenced by other devices (1 when

referenced) , the data sharing server 75 notifies the updated

object name to each of program generation tools by an

inter-program message communication means or network through

the interface units that perform programming for the associated

devices

.

The notification of the updated object name 81 may be

constructed to be received in the message queue in the program

generation tools. If the program generation tools are not

running, the notification is read from the message queue by

the tools when they are booted next time to recognize the

updated object.

Then, in step S24, the notified program generation tools

request for the data sharing server 75 the latest attribute

data 82 concerning the object referenced by the programs . The

data sharing server 75 responds the modified allocation address

of *D201" as the latest attribute data 82, and changes the
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update status to OFF , and then moving to step S25.

In step S25, the program generation tools that have

received the modified allocation address of *D201" changes the

addresses of the program units according to the modified

allocation address of the object and generates the programs

again so that they can be executed.

Then, in step S26, the program generation tools write

into each H/W, each program unit that was generated by sharing

the object reflecting the allocation address as the latest

attribute data. Now, the correction process is complete.

With the operation described above, in addition to the

above described effect of the embodiment 1, when a part of an

existing fundamental system is changed to construct an intended

system, the system configuration tool 77 is used to select an

object to be actually used from the registered, controlled

virtual objects 61, and whereby each of the program units are

automatically generated without requiring manual processes.

Further, the system configuration tool 77 can be

incorporated to the program generation tools of other devices

used in the system, such as a system supervision device which

is dedicated to the user, thereby realizing a significant

reduction in the management cost of the shared objects which

would otherwise increase as the system scale increases.

Because of the configuration described above, the

invention can share the objects defined in the system among
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the program generation tools, facilitate the building of the

system, shorten the time required to built the system and

facilitate the coordinated action during the system operation

among. the programs interlinked through the shared objects,

which in turn improves the work efficiency.

In sharing the objects, devices which share the objects

are selected, thereby enabling automatic notification for the

devices which share the objects. The automatic notification

allows the operator to work with the program generation tools

sharing the objects without having" to be conscious of the

notification, thus enabling to improve the program generation

efficiency

.

Further, because the definition and modification of the

shared objects can be done at one time, these processes are

facilitated and the management of the objects themselves is

also facilitated, thus enabling to improve the efficiency of

the works that have conventionally been performed manually.

Further, the previously used objects can be put to

effective use to reduce the object registration and to

facilitate the construction of the system.

Checking for any overlapping of the objects can improve

the reliability of the object registration work.

Furthermore, the modifications of programs according to

changes in objects can be done easily.
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Industrial Applicability

As described above, the programming device and the

programming method according to the invention are suited for

use in a method of defining data for objects and sharing the

objects and in a programming device that builds a system by

using this method.
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CLAIMS

1. A programming device comprising:

a group of program generation tools to generate programs

for each of devices forming of a control system; and

a data sharing means for sharing a variable name and

attribute data definitions corresponding to an object of each

of devices for a program generation,

wherein the data sharing means being shared by said program

generation tools.

2. The programming device according to claim 1,

wherein programming in one of the program generation tools is

as a trigger to store a setting of the object to the data sharing

means together with an indication of the program generation

tools which is a reference object, and

the sharing of said object with other program generation

tools notifies said object to the program generation tools

which is the reference object.

3. The programming device according to claim 1,

further comprising an object data definition means for

performing data definition and data changing of the object

sharing in the data sharing means,

wherein said object management is totally managed.
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4, The programming device according to claim 1,

further comprising a system configuration tool already

registered with some objects, as basic types, having high

frequencies of use in the devices in the control system, the

system configuration tool for selecting from the registered

basic types an object to be actually used in the control system.

5 . A programming device comprising a group of program

generation tools for generating programs for each of devices

constructing a control system,

wherein one of the program generation tools performs data

definition of a variable name and attribute data corresponding

to an object in each of devices, and whereby the variable name

and attribute data corresponding to said object are stored to

enable to be used by other program generation tools.

6. The programming device according to claim 5,

wherein in case of storing the variable name and attribute data

corresponding to the object, whether or not the object is

referenced by other program generation tools is registered and

the object is notified to the program generation tools which

is the reference object.

7. The programming device according to claim 6,
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further comprising a detection means for detecting any overlap

with objects at a referenced part when a program is generated

by other program generation tools.

8. The programming device according to claim 6,

wherein when an object is changed in a basis of a particular

program generation tool, the changed object is notified to the

program generation tools which is the reference object.

9. The programming device ' according to claim 6,

wherein the object is notified to a storage area which is

confirmed by the program generation tools when they are

started

.

10. A programming method for generating programs for

devices constructing a control system, the method comprising

the steps of:

according to a pre-designed virtual object, defining an

object name and attribute data corresponding to an object of

each of devices, specifying a device using the object, and

registering in a data sharing means;

notifying the object to a program generation tool for

the specified devices using the object; and

according to the objects registered in the data sharing

means, performing programming of the device by the notified
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program generation tools.
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ABSTRACT

A programming device comprises:

a group of program generation tools to generate programs

for each of devices forming of a control system; and

a data sharing means for sharing a variable name and

attribute data definitions corresponding to an object of each

of devices for a program generation,

wherein the data sharing means being shared by said

program generation tools.
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FIG. 3

CHANGE ALLOCATION ADDRESS OF
ATTRIBUTE OF OBJECT AND TRANSFER

IT TO OBJECT MANAGEMENT
TABLE IN DATA SHARING SERVER

S1

CHANGE ATTRIBUTE OF
OBJECT AND CHANGE UPDATE
STATUS OF OBJECT TO ON

NOTIFY EACH OF PROGRAM UNITS
OF DEVICES REFERENCING

ACCORDING TO OBJECT LINK TABLE

S2

S3

EACH OF PROGRAM GENERATION
TOOLS OBTAINS CHANGED

ALLOCATION ADDRESS OF ATTRIBUTE
S4

MODIFY EACH OF PROGRAM
UNITS ACCORDING TO CHANGED

ALLOCATION ADDRESS
S5

WRITE EACH OF MODIFIED
PROGRAM UNITS INTO H/W

S6
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FIG. 7

SELECT ACTUALLY USED OBJECT BY
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION TOOL TO

INDICATE CHANGE ON SETTING SCREEN
OF OBJECT DATA DEFINITION TOOL

S21

OVERWRITE SELECTED, ACTUALLY USED
OBJECT INTO OBJECT MANAGEMENT TABLE

AND CHANGE UPDATE STATUS TO ON
S22

NOTIFY EACH OF PROGRAM UNITS
OF DEVICES REFERENCING

ACCORDING TO OBJECT LINK TABLE
S23

EACH OF PROGRAM GENERATION
TOOLS OBTAINS ALLOCATION ADDRESS

OF ATTRIBUTE CORRESPONDING
TO SELECTED, ACTUALLY USED OBJECT

S24

MODIFY EACH OF PROGRAM
UNITS ACCORDING TO CHANGED

ALLOCATION ADDRESS
S25

WRITE EACH OF MODIFIED
PROGRAM UNITS INTO H/W

S26
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Declaration and Power of Attorney for Patent Application

Japanese Language Declaration

TiS<D0;£ P^ttLt, fU*£*T£>ii 9 As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

M><o&]% , %A^& , Mf8teT&<D%L<D&£ <D&\£td,1&£ti, My residence, post office address and citizenship are as

tz il 9 ~C -f% stated next to my name,

TIB^*f^^^W(-^uri»3ft©lffll-iE«fe$tL,iRFf^ai I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one

iLti/^?gP^^gt:o^T, #^|^3fl;6>on£^(D3gP^# name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if

(TfScoS;^ ^5— t>u<tta ;&JA io*|pIIB W#T?*> plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is

5i:(TaecD£ $c o 4§ ^ ) ft DT^;£-t% claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention

entitled

PROGRAMMING DEVICE AND

PROGRAMMING METHOD

J^IB^^cD^^ffl#(TiecoffiB'CXfn^ov^-ci/^^i^^ the specification of which is attached hereto unless the

(i , ^ 8§ ) (± , following box is checked:

- M 0 lc«tti<*n, fcHttiKS^fcliWSf -wasfiledon
as United States Application Number or

PCT International Application Number
mmmm&£r* tu

and was amended on

(if applicable).

li , W f? S3 & i&m tp Ji IB ffT IE & <o £fl # && £f I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the

F^^^S^LT^£^<h£r;ir[c^P^L3;-ro contents of the above-identified specification, including the

claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above.

&n > mH&W\&&&27l&&l&5G&\zfem&tiZ>b$$ ,0. I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is

#f^)F^t&co :&^^cov^T£^^t§^l4^^^"6ll^^ 5 *)5w materia! to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of

<h£iStf>£-r D Federal Regulations, Section 1.56.

Page 1 of 3
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Japanese Language Declaration

(B*t&m#)

fUi* Jftf&35|itfni9&(a)-(d)^3Ui8l365&(b)

x<n& if tb ist> l< (iis ^ # HE <o m m t-o ^t<d#. si m% &

Prior Foreign Applications

(Number)

(Number)

(Number)

(Country)

(Country)

(Country)

I hereby claim foreign priority under Title 35, United States

Code, Section 119(a)-(d) or 365(b) of any foreign application (s)

'for patent or inventor's certificate, or 365(a) of any PCT
International application which designated at least one country

other than the United States, listed below and have also

identified below, by checking the box, any foreign application for

patent or inventor's certificate, or PCT International application

having a filing date before that of the application on which
priority is claimed.

Priority Not Claimed

(Day/Month/Year Filed)

(mm^M B )

(Day/Month/Year Filed)

(mm^n 0

)

(Day/Month/Year Filed)

(rnm^-M 0 )

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code,
Section 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s)

listed below.

(Application No.) (Filing Date)

(rnmrn^-) {mm a)

x w? & ii §k m xm & Zixtzjj mx& n -tzx m &

n

nx^mm^(OB ^m^xi-x^n^ti ^^mmmmmm
0 &x<nmm<p\zA^£titz. mmmwimmm^mmi^m

(Application No.) (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit of Title 35 f United States Code
Section 120 of any United States application(s), or 365(c) of

any PCT International application designating the United States,

listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the

claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United
States or PCT International application in the manner provided
by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code Section

112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose any material

information which is material to patentability as defined in Title

37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1.56 which became
available between the filing date of the prior application and the

national or PCT International filing date of this application:

(Application No.) (Filing Date)

(Application No.) (Filing Date)

(HUSH )

mm &±xnmx&>z>kmcx\f *z>zt* zbizt&mizft&titz.
ift & m & xftntm & <on n% m &

&

m ism m iooi

U £oXZ-lz.±m<o^k<-M.ig£%cl,ik-r o

(Status: Patented, Pending, Abandoned)

(Status: Patented, Pending, Abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own
knowledge are true and that all statements made on information

and belief are believed to be true; and further that these
statements were made with the knowledge that willful false

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the

United States Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued

thereon.

Page 2 of 3
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POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby
appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) to

prosecute this application and transact ail business in the
Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith (list

name and registration number)

John H. Mion, Reg. No.J8
;
879;jrhonias J. Macpeak, Reg. No. 19,292; Robert J. Seas, Jr., Reg. No

,. 21,092; Parry! Mexic,
Reg. No^ZVflfi.^,, Robert VTSToan, Reg. No^Z2J75^ter DVDIexyTReg. No^ 241513; J.Jjank Osha, Reg.*No.
Waddell A. Biggart, Reg. No^g&I^Louis GubinskyTKeg. No.

,

24,835; Neil B. Siegel, Reg. No^J^^ODj^ayid J. Gushing,
Reg. No. 28,70^Jghn R. Inge, Reg. No. 26,916; Joseph J. Ruch, JrTRegTNo. 26,577; Sheldon I. Landsman, Reg. No. 25,430;
Richard C. Turner, Reg. No. 29,710; Howard L. Bernstein, Reg. No. 25,665; Alan J. Kasper, Reg. No. 25,426 ; KennethTT
Burchfiel, Reg. No. 31,333; Gordon Kit, Reg. No 30,764; Susan J. MacTcTT^eg. No . 30,951; Frank L.'Bernstein, Reg. No.
31,484^_Mark Boland, Reg. No^ 32,197; William H. Mandir, Reg. No. 32,156; Scott M. DanielsTReg. No. 32,562 ; Brian W,
Hannon, Reg. No. 32,778; Abraham J. Rosner. Reg. No . 33,276; Bruce E. Kramer, Reg. No. 33,725; Paul F. Neils, Reg. No.
33,102 and Brett S. Sylvester, Reg. No. 32,765 ~" '

Send Correspondence to:

SUGHRUE. MION. ZINN. MACPEAK &.SEAS. PLLC
2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washing

Direct Telephone Calls to: (name and telephone number)

(202)293-7060

)-0D

Full name of sole or first inventor

Akiyoshi KABE

Inventor's signature Date

^l^k^?^) *y<J$jt< July, 27, 2001

Residence^

Nordrhein Westfalen, Gemanv'^N-rV
mm Citizenship /

Japan

Post office address
c/o Mitsubishi Electric Europe,
b.v. Germany, 8 Gothaer Str.

,

Ratingen-City, Nordrhein Westfalen
D-40880, Germany

Full name of second joint inventor, if any

Second inventor's signature Date

mm Residence

m& Citizenship

Post office address

(&-&&(D&m&W#^^^xhmm^fcmL. (Supply similar information and signature for third and
^° ) subsequent joint inventors.)
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